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To be attached to and form a part of Policy No.     of      

               

Insuring               

               

 
The F. C. & S. Clause in this policy is hereby amended to read as follows and unless physically deleted by   

the Underwriters, shall be paramount and shall supersede and nullify any contrary provision of the Policy: 

F. C. & S. CLAUSE 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Policy, this insurance is warranted free from any   
claim for loss, damage or expense caused by or resulting from capture, seizure, arrest, restraint or detain-   
ment, or the consequences thereof or of any attempt thereat, or any taking of the Vessel, by requisition or   
otherwise, whether in time of peace or war and whether lawful or otherwise; also from all consequences of   
hostilities or warlike operations (whether there be a declaration of war or not), but the foregoing shall not   
exclude collision or contact with aircraft, rockets or similar missiles, or with any fixed or floating object (other   
than a mine or torpedo), stranding, heavy weather, fire or explosion unless caused directly (and independently   
of the nature of the voyage or service which the vessel concerned or, in the case of a collision, any other vessel   
involved therein, is performing) by a hostile act by or against a belligerent power, and for the purpose of   
this warranty “power” includes any authority maintaining naval, military or air forces in association with a   
power; also warranted free, whether in time of peace or war, from all loss, damage or expense caused by any   
weapon of war employing atomic or nuclear fission and/or fusion or other reaction or radioactive force or   
matter. 

Further warranted free from the consequences of civil war, revolution, rebellion, insurrection, or civil strife   
arising therefrom, or piracy. 

If war risks are hereafter insured by endorsement on the Policy, such endorsement shall supersede the above   
warranty only to the extent that their terms are inconsistent and only while such war risk endorsement remains   
in force. 

All other terms and conditions remaining unchanged. 

 

Dated        Signed          
 
 
    
 


